1994 winnebago warrior for sale

The Warrior is in outstanding condition, and has only 55, CarFax Certified miles on its long
lasting Toyota engine. The Warrior is perfect for a day at the beach, a weekend at the
campground or touring the USA, Canada and Mexico from east to west! Powered by the
legendary Toyota RE fuel injected, V6 engine on a true one-ton chassis, it gets awesome gas
mileage and, with regular maintenance, is basically trouble free. With gas prices continuing to
soar, this economical, yet roomy, motor coach is a great way to go. The Toyota V6 engine has
plenty of power to pass and pull the hills and cruises nicely on the highway at mph. Toyota The
last year Toyota RV was built!!!! This is the Best Toyota RV! Want to travel on the cheap?
Nothing beats one of these Toyota campers. Get the efficiency of a Toyota and the convenient
size of this camper and nothing can hold you back. New Brake Master Cylinder. Just came back
from a trip to Mexico. The roof does not leak and there are no stains on theceiling or signs of
previous leaks. The carpetis in good condition. The toilet lid has a hare line crack in it, butit
works fine, only cosme Original owner purchased from Alaska, starts and drives without issues.
This car is eligible and allowed to import anywhere in the United States. For California
residents, please check your DM Ready for travel. Location SC. Has roof issues. Email Poster
Message. Make Winnebago. Excellent condition Winnebago Warrior 23RC for sale. This class A
Winnebago is fully self-contained with bedroom, shower and toilet with door, separate vanity,
kitchen, dinette and lounge area at only 23 feet long. The coach has 81, miles. The big block
Chevy engine is in excellent condition. I told RV mechanics to do everything needed: all NEW
tires, new belts, hoses, spark plugs and wires, exhaust system repaired, new fluids. This vehicle
is registered in Virginia and has current state inspection. Only two owners, including myself. All
appliances work: both roof and dash ACs, generator watt Onan , refrigerator, 6 gallon hot water
heater, central heating system, microwave, new countertops, new sinks and faucets, new
Atwood cooktop, carpet removed and replaced with vinyl black-marble-look tiles. The exterior
has been painted in metallic bronze. Roof is aluminum, no leaks, and it has been recently
coated with elastomeric roof protector. Replaced all roof vents, and skylight this past year. I just
returned from a 2, mile, one-month summer trip. I enjoyed this coach, but as it is only me as a
single person, I am looking to buy something smaller, like a campervan. This is perfect for a
couple with a child or two. The RV is clean and non-smoking owner with no pets. Please feel
free to ask questions about any info that I may have omitted. Model Warrior V6 EFI engine,
complete overhaul at 97, miles, 17, on the new engine, water pump and radiator replaced along
with the engine. Operators manual and appliance manuals are present. This motorhome is in
very good condition and has a new awning and the original roof air conditioner and cab air
which effectively cool the coach and cab as they should. It has a queen over cab bed, sofa and
dinette which both convert to sleeping areas. The tires are in good condition and I have never
noticed a leak in the ceiling. Keep in mind that it is a pre-owned vehicle but the price reflects it's
condition. Model Vista 31BE. Looking for a big coach with big value, built to Winnebago s
uncompromising quality standards? With three floorplans ranging from 27 to 31 feet, there is a
Vista fit to be called your home on the road. In fact, you ll find refined features such as MCD
roller shades and swivel cab seats that you might not expect at such a friendly price. For
couples and families seeking a Class A adventure at a friendly price, there s a Vista waiting for
you. Model Warrior RB. Nice, clean mini motorhome! It has , miles on a 3. This 24 foot RV has
miles on a fuel injected engine with a new automatic transmission. It has an Onan on board
generator roof mounted air conditioner stove electric-gas refrigerator and all of the equipment
is in good working order. Financing and Nationwide Shipping may be available to qualified
buyer. Qualified buyers are eligible for financing nationwide shipping and extended warranties.
Mint condition, 7. Thank you so much and do not forget to watch YouTube video provided in
this ad. Features Include. An almost unbelievably nice example of the ever popular Toyota Mini
Motor Home. It is easy to see this unit has been lovingly and meticulously maintained. Only
owners who take a lot of pride in what they own keep a unit in the condition this Toyota is in. Is
it brand new? Absolutely not Is it in perfect condition? No , and I don't want anyone to think I
am trying to make them believe it is. But I think the condition of this unit is pretty apparent in
the photos. And if I don't have space for all the photos' you need to see I will be glad to send
what you want directly to your email upon request. I know I will forget something so I am sure
you can expect revisions as questions are asked. I will answer any questions honestly and
quickly as they are asked. This Toyota will not be for the average person looking for a Toyota
Motorhome Now for the description as follows: As stated It has the 3. They are powerful yet get
good gas economy for an RV. And no I am not going to tell you they get 23 in the city and 28 on
the road as I have just seen stated. I don't see the need in being less than truthful about these
things knowing full well at the end of the first tank full you would be thinking of me in less than
affectionate terms! It is what it is and actually thats not bad mileage considering you are pulling
a small house. It also has the automatic transmission with overdrive. As you can see in the dash

pictures there is a button that depicts ECT. For those who don't know that is Electronically
Controlled Transmission. This function is available for immediate power increase as needed in
passing Yes I have actually passed many vehicles in these and for hill climbing and is a great
asset. Thee engine and transmission are dry, clean and perform flawlessly as you would expect.
The timing belt was changed 10k back at 69k as it should have been according to manufacturer
instructions. All six tires are as new with 6k on them and zero weathering or dryrot. I installed
brand new stainless wheelcovers all around to make her as pretty as she deserves to be! Of
course it has the heavy duty one ton rearend. Engine bay is clean and oil free. No rust
anywhere. Exhaust system is in good condition and quite as it should be! Brakes will stop on a
dime and work as they should. All mechanical systems are good to go!! Truck body and house
body are both in excellent condition. Paint is in excellent condition. All glass good. The roof has
the original sealing on it from the factory and looks like it was done last week. Previous owner
owned this unit 6 years and I don't know the history before that. I installed new rain covers on
the roof vents so they can be left open for ventilation when raining. I installed a new High
Definition Antenna The Jack so you can get high def channels on the brand new flat screen TV
pretty much anywhere you happen to be. The awning is in excellent condition as seen in
pictures. As you can see in the pictures this unit has the flat fiberglass FRP sides which is
much preferable to the ribbed siding. And much nicer looking in my humble opinion If you can
tell in the pictures the unit shines like new money and while it looks wet I assure you that is the
permanent gloss!! Just a gorgeous unit!! I know I am writing way too much so will try to do
better on the inside. It is as nice as the outside. I replaced all the ceiling lights with new ones.
Original lights were fine just yellowed. Sleeper jack knife sofa, sleeper breakfast booth, full bed
top side, all new bedding. Stove works great, Microwave works great, water heater works great,
etc, etc, etc,,,,,,,,everything works great!!! Roof air is cold, dash air is cold!! Upholstery in the
cab and in the house is in excellent condition!! Full bathroom, cedar closet one wall to keep the
pests out. Full shower, also outside shower. All lights work as they should! All plumbing, all
electrical great condition! The one thing on this RV that does have a problem is the generator. It
is an Onan 3k. The previous owner told me it needs a voltage regulator. All I have done is squirt
gas in the carb and it starts right up and makes power but won't keep running so after reading
the trouble shooting guide the regulator is probably right. It does run good when running so I
do believe it is not anything too distressing. This vehicle is for sale locally and listing may be
withdrawn at any time. Also as with any 20 year old vehicle there are no warranties either
expressed nor implied. On May at PDT, seller added the following information: One thing I
meant to mention here that is extremely important to buyers of Motorhomes Another thing to
mention is that the fridge works perfectly on BOTH gas and electric. Furnace lights first time!!
All burners including the oven which looks as if it has never been used all work perfectly!!!
Again if you are looking for the best of the best I believe you will find none better! Just saying
'In my humble opinion!! Making your way from the Warrior, the misting brook looks like
something from a fly fishing calendar. You complete the picture. It's nice to have a vehicle that
lets you get away so easily. With the Warrior, a weekend is a snap to pack, and in a few minutes
you're headed for places unknown. It feels good behind the wheel thanks to the aggressive
fuel-injected V6 that delivers the kind of power people appreciate on back roads. And its size
makes driving ideal; even before you get out of town, you'll like how easily it slips into the
grocery store parking space. That's not to say it doesn't feel roomy on the interior. You'll notice
the comfort as soon as you step inside. Plus, should you ever outgrow it, you'll appreciate the
fact that a Warrior hs the highest resale value of ANY RV out on the road! We have known this
particular RV since it was new. It belonged to the mother of a friend of my dad who kept it under
a carp
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ort when she wasn't traveling to the coast to visit her daughter. It's literally almost new both
inside and out. Of course, with only 23k actual miles, it's not even broken-in yet! These '94
model Toyota-based RVs are extremely hard to find especially ones that include a generator and
are fully self-contained with holding tanks, shower, etc. Speaking of the gen, the 2. We just went
through it cleaned the carb, installed new filters, and performed a full tuneup so it's in perfect
operating condition. Attica, MI. Patterson, CA. Varnville, SC. Great Falls, MT. Tampa Palms, FL.
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